call for d3-XXX – fourth issue of desgarrarte art magazine –
submission before march 31st 2011
"We'd like you to tear us apart"

desgarrarte always had a sexual connotation (meaning tear you apart). Maybe
motivated by double meanings and dark paths of our imaginations. Certainly when we were
asked "What do you like?" and we answered "I like to tear you apart?" nobody remained
indifferent.
I don't know if transgression was our intention, or simply we enjoy bitching around. Some say
art is rare and distant, but to our pleasure we have found the opposite in this last two years of
adventures. People get at it strongly, but in private.
Our next issue will be built with this dark and private material that rarely is let out: d3-XXX
wants to gather from the most innocent embrace, through throttling fantasies, to harsh
matings, and all and any twirlings involved...
Format? Any a PC can deal with. Goal? We'd like you to tear us apart. We live in desire, not
silicon. Therefore, we aim our tools, and yours gladly, to the vast land of sex; to be wandered
on one's own terms, in worry or dance, pleasure or pain. Sure that creativity in this field will
never stop being creativity.
We are diverse and plural, in spite of the evening news, so sex can be straight or inversed,
poetic or prophylactic, individualistic or communal, written or radiated, but don’t forget
pleasure, please, an objective beyond reproduction that lets us reproduce.
No budget, no prize or pay, but your works could enlarge our site. First we’d like to have a look
at them and they will tell us how to organize the material for this fourth issue.
It will be jolly to find little things growing playful and getting in exciting colours and flavours,
seeking life, sensuality, caresses, kisses, penetrations, orgasms, maternity, masturbation,
brutal thrusts that tear apart senses and transmit something else than the daily bore of
confined sperm.
We never informed ourselves whether desgarrarte was the first result in google; we assumed
we would be seconds after redtube. What we know is we like doing all this and we’d like to
share it with you: before March 31st 2011, sexual themes in any format and orientation. Don’t
throw them to the dustbin in paper tissue, just send them to
desgarrarte.es@gmail.com

